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Transitive Verb
1. to show or exhibit; make visible.
2. to reveal; betray.
3. to unfold; open out; spread out.
4. to show ostentatiously; flaunt.
5. to output (computer data) on a CRT or other screen.

Intransitive Verb
6. (of animals) to engage in a pattern of behavior designed to  
 attract and arouse a mate.

Noun
1. an act or instance of displaying; exhibition.
2. a. the giving of prominence to particular words, sentences, etc., by the choice  
 of types and position, as in an advertisement, headline, or news story.
 b. printed matter thus displayed.
3. an arrangement, as of merchandise, designed to please the eye or attract buyers.
4. a. the visual representation of the output of an electronic device.
 b. the portion of the device, as a screen, that shows this representation.
5. the pattern of animal behavior designed to attract and arouse a mate.

display

[1250-1300; Middle English desplayen < Anglo French, Old French despleier  < Late Latin displicāre to unfold. See dis-1, ply2]
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Curator’s Note

For thousands of years, artists have produced spectacular 
glazed tiles for architectural surfaces that alter the way people 
perceive the spaces they enter and inhabit. The ancient Bab-
ylonian Ishtar Gate had celestial blue-glazed walls several 
stories high that featured enameled clay brick reliefs of lions, 
bulls, and dragons. Created more than 2,600 years ago, they 
led into the Processional Way of Nebuchadnezzar II’s kingdom. 
The façade of his throne room was stunningly covered with 
palm trees and abstracted floral motifs made of blue, gold, 
and white-glazed bricks arranged like a mosaic. Such enormous, 
beautiful structures continue to impress people in fragmented 
reconstruction at the Pergamon Museum in Berlin, following 
decades of excavation in the early 20th century. On the other 
end of the spectrum, the sleek white tiles installed in New 
York’s subway system, which opened in 1904, have become 
the iconic modernist wall tile adopted by designers today for 
homes across the U.S. The glossy white surface reflects light 
in the city’s underground passageways, also enhanced by 
colored tile details in archways, domed ceiling designs, and 

station name panels delineated by white letters on a blue 
ground, surrounded by a variety of geometric and organic 
patterns. When New York’s Woolworth Building was com-
pleted in 1913, it stood as the tallest building yet constructed, 
starkly white with minimal architectural decorations glazed 
in blue, green, tan, and yellow that accentuated the building’s 
height.

In Buffalo, New York, Louis Sullivan’s Guaranty Building is 
a tour-de-force of terra cotta ornamentation. Completed in 
1896, it was designated a National Historic Landmark in 
1975. However, it had suffered from a fire in 1974, as well as 
further deterioration, and was vulnerable to an owner who 
considered demolishing it. Fortunately, preservationists, New 
York State Senator Patrick J. Moynihan, and others rallied 
funding through grants and loans to restore the building. 
After the law firm Hodgson Russ LLP took possession as new 
owners, they spent years supporting restoration. In 2008, a 
project to restore the amazingly intricate Art Nouveau terra 

cotta exterior façade was launched; the commission was 
awarded to Boston Valley Terra Cotta, whose historic crafts-
manship has resulted in the Guaranty Building being a primary 
destination for any architectural tour.

Boston Valley Terra Cotta’s reputation has soared as com-
missions for renovations and new designs come from across 
the United States, Canada, and Europe. The firm works 
selectively with accomplished artists, so it has been an honor 
for sculptor Anne Currier to work with them to create unique 
ceramic tiles for interior walls. Beginning in 2009, her first 
commission, La Stanza di Linea, was a 14 x 40-foot wall in 
the Choral Room of the Miller Performing Arts Center at 
Alfred University in Alfred, New York. The musically inspired 
pattern incorporates three different tiles mounted to the wall 
utilizing Boston Valley’s unique clip system. Boston Valley 
thought so highly of the design, they installed it in their 
premier meeting room, where clients meet the company’s 
designers and engineers.

by Nancy Weekly
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Next, BKSK, the architectural firm that designed 688 Broad-
way, a luxury apartment building in New York City’s NOHO 
neighborhood, chose one of Currier’s Boston Valley Terra 
Cotta tiles for installation in the entryway. These tiles were 
oriented vertically, mixing contemporary aesthetics with a 
sense of arrival and aspiration.

Currier’s latest tiles, designed in eight variations, are her most 
ambitious—derived from a combination of wheel-thrown 
and hand-built techniques. Currier manipulates clay to achieve 
sensuous, undulating waves, articulated in both positive and 
negative profiles that activate the planar movement. The 7-1/2 
by 15-inch tiles are coated with uniquely formulated glazes 
that accentuate the rise and fall in their surfaces, distributing 
light and shadow in an ever-changing experience as one passes 
by them. One glaze is a semi-opaque iridescent satin white; 
the other is an opaque charcoal satin that breaks with a bronze 
sheen.

An installation of these tiles on large L-shaped steel frames 
will be displayed in public for the first time in the Burchfield 
Penney Art Center, Buffalo’s premier museum dedicated to 
the art and vision of Charles E. Burchfield and distinguished 
artists of Buffalo-Niagara and Western New York State. The 
beautiful tile passageway—one side solid white, the other side 
charcoal—leads to an exhibition of Anne Currier’s sculptures, 
which are also a study in balance and an invitation to discov-
ery. Currier is recognized internationally for uniquely rendered 
sculptures that appear to defy the properties of clay by her 
precise handling of its volumes and sharp edges. Opposing 
elements in her Anamorphosis series evolve into abstracted, 
interlocking forms reminiscent of ancient figurative temple 
reliefs found in Europe and Asia. As well, distorted Cubist 
spatial representation in early 20th-century paintings by Juan 
Gris trigger ideas that Currier translates into her own three- 
dimensional configurations. Thus, “the interplay of masses 
and voids, absence and presence, light and shadow, stasis and 
motion” become her language of counterpoint. Each angle 

provides a new dynamic perspective of both her diptychs and 
newest wall-mounted sculptures, titled simply DP, followed 
by a number. For their seductive surfaces, Currier draws 
inspiration for her glazes from nature’s palette, observed from 
her home and studio, to resemble mottled boulders, slate and 
rust, as well as intangible fog.

Nancy Weekly

Burchfield Scholar, Head of Collections & Charles Cary 
Rumsey Curator, Burchfield Penney Art Center

Burchfield Penney Instructor of Museum Studies,  
State University of New York, Buffalo State
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Burchfield Penney Art Center

For the exhibition, Display, The Sculpture of Anne Currier, 
the artist presents DP, a new series of wall-mounted sculptures, 
an installation of tiles designed in collaboration with Boston 
Valley Terra Cotta and a selection of diptych sculptures from 
her Anamorphosis series. All sculptures are individually 
constructed with clay slabs, glazed and kiln-fired.

The Exhibition
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Beyond the Wall

When body touches rock, it can glide, fall, and turn—the 
collision can be tender, and then bruise, cut, break, and kill. 
Momentum and strength are in harmony. Anne Currier’s 
work finds the edge of form. Her art jutting into view, we 
witness the breaking and dividing of space. Even in its most 
humble persuasion, her visual language, like that of e.e. 
cummings’, is dramatic, following a line as it skirts across a 
page and into a crevasse. Currier’s work situates itself in 
spatial potential. It invokes a need to break through ambigu-
ities that closely align with our own misunderstandings of 
body and self.

Jeanette Winterson wrote about the act of looking—attempt-
ing to see something in everything and to love both the 
moment and the thing. She explained, 

“Art has deep and difficult eyes and for many, the gaze is too 

insistent… Whether art tunnels deep under consciousness or 
whether it causes out of its own invention, reciprocal inventions 
that we then call memory, I do not know, I do know that the 
process of art is a series of jolts, or perhaps I mean volts, for art 
is an extraordinary transmitter.”

There is a reckoning in Currier’s work that is taut and simul-
taneously relieving. I find myself trying to comprehend why 
I love one and not the other, rather than understand the 
experience is just different. I must feel it again and when I do, 
my response might change. 

Currier creates from an endless formula that is composed of 
shape combinations and her ability to connect history (art, 
society, nature, humor, and sex) to being present. Her process, 
while intuitive, is generated over decades of looking and at 
its core, is a deep fixation on the details of piecing together 

an object. While you know Currier made it, you cannot look 
at her work and see the hand move across the material. She 
isn’t there anymore. This absence is most powerful when you 
see her work because you are the presence. Imagination becomes 
possible and eyes begin to touch.

Kelcy Chase Folsom 
Visiting Assistant Professor  
Craft/Material Studies 
Virginia Commonwealth University 

by Kelcy Chase Folsom
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DP 14
9.5” H x 14” W x 6.25” D, 2018

Left: DP 10
9” H x 7.25” W x 6.75” D, 2018 

Right: DP 9
8.5” H x 11” W x 5” D, 2018
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Continuum
RAM pressed terra cotta rainscreen tiles, 2018
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DP 13
11” H x 10.5” W x 7” D, 2018



DP 12 

9” H x 8.5” W x 9.5” D, 2018
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Continuum
RAM pressed terra cotta rainscreen tiles, 2018
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DP 8
11” H x 6” W x 9.25” D, 2018



Left: DP 3
10.5” H x 16” W x 7.5” D, 2018

Right: DP 4
14” H x 14” W x 5” D, 2018DP 7

14.5” H x 16” W x 7.5” D, 2018
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DP 5

6” H x 14.25” W x 11.5” D, 2018
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DP 6

15” H x 7.5” W x 9.5” D, 2018
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DP 1
9” H x 9.5” W x 4.25” D, 2018



DP 11
9” H x 7.25” W x 6.75” D, 2018
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DP 2

10.5” H x 8” W x 7.5” D, 2018
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Anamorphosis: Diptych (Rust)
14”H x 32”W x 15”D, 2016





Anamorphosis: Diptych (Shale)

13.5”H x 31”W x 16”D, 2016
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The Artist

Anne Currier is a sculptor whose medium is ceramic. She has 
been recognized as a major figure in contemporary ceramic 
art since the early 1980’s, exhibiting her sculptures nationally 
and internationally. In addition to numerous private and 
corporate collections, Anne’s sculptures are held in the per-
manent collections of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
NYC; the Museum of Art and Design, NYC; the Renwick 
Gallery, Smithsonian Institutions, Washington, D.C.; the 
Contemporary Museum, Honolulu, HA; the Daum Museum 
of Contemporary Art, Sedalia, MO; the Musee des Arts 
Decoratifs de Montreal, Quebec, Canada; the Los Angeles 
County Museum of Art, CA; the Memorial Art Gallery, 
Rochester, NY; the Grassi Museum, Leipzig, Germany; the 
Museum of Contemporary Art, Kyung-ju, South Korea and 
the Hermitage Museum, St. Petersburg, Russia. Major com-
missions include Arrow International, Reading, PA and Miller 
Theater, Alfred, NY. 

Anne has received major grants from the National Endowment 
for the Arts Visual Artists Fellowship, 1986; the New York 
Foundation for the Arts Individual Artist Fellowship 1988, 
1993, 1997; the Virginia A. Groot Foundation Recognition 
Award, 1991 and 1st Place Award, 2017; the American Crafts 
Council College of Fellows Award, 2012; and the Burchfield 
Penney Art Center Langley H. Kenzie Award, 2017. 

Anne holds degrees from the School of the Art Institute, 
Chicago (BFA 1972) and the University of Washington, 
Seattle (MFA 1974). She taught ceramic art at the University 
of Colorado, Boulder from 1975-1984.  From 1984 until 
2016, Anne was a professor of ceramic art at the New York 
State College of Ceramics, School of Art and Design at Alfred 
University. Anne retired from Alfred University in 2016, 
recognized as professor emerita.

To inquire about Anne’s sculpture or a commission, please 
contact her via email: curriera@gmail.com. 
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Above: The Boston Valley Terra Cotta Conference Room, 

featuring a custom terra cotta wall by Anne Currier.



La Stanza di Linea, 2009, glazed terra cotta, 

14’ x 40’ Miller Performing Arts Center
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The Manufacturer Boston Valley Terra Cotta

Boston Valley Terra Cotta produces signature architectural 
ceramics for building owners/developers that are designed by 
architects and facade engineers worldwide, combining 
traditional sculpting techniques with state-of-the-art digital 
scanning, rendering, and modeling technologies. Terra cotta 
is a material of choice for architects due to its endurance and 
flexibility in form and finish. The malleable properties of terra 
cotta allow it to be easily transformed into innumerable 
profiles with infinite potential for appearance with textured 
finishes and glazes. 

Early involvement in the production process is imperative to 
the success of a project. Through close collaboration, Boston 
Valley’s team of experts help guide clients through design, 
engineering, drafting, model and mold making, and clay body 
and glaze development, ensuring their vision is realized during 
the production process. 

Depending on the complexity of the job and the units needed 
for production, forming methods are selected strategically 
for the most efficient output. Often in a single building, 
Boston Valley fabricators produce terra cotta units using any 
or all of the four terra cotta forming methods: hand-press, 
hydraulic (or RAM press), slip casting, and extrusion.

Beyond the natural through-body color achieved through 
the firing process, Boston Valley artists produce barked, wire-
struck, raked, grooved, stippled, and dimpled finishes for 
masonry units and architectural terra cotta rain screen panels. 
Between textured finishes and glaze applications, there are 
endless possibilities for surface treatments; terra cotta can 
mimic stone, metal, or take on a new visual aesthetic entirely.

Boston Valley worked closely with Anne Currier to produce 
the tiles for Continuum. The two terra cotta wall panels are 

comprised of 8 different RAM pressed tiles featuring two 
custom glazes. Each tile can be installed with two orientations 
allowing for multiple configurations and combinations.

The custom tiles created for Anne Currier’s Continuum are 
available for reproduction in a variety of clay body and glaze 
options for both interior and exterior applications.

To inquire about including these tiles in your future design, 
please contact:

Boston Valley Terra Cotta 
Phone: 716.649.7490 
Toll Free: 1.888.214.3655 
Email: sales@bostonvalley.com 
BostonValley.com



The Bechtler Museum of Modern Art

Architect: Mario Botta 
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John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art–Center for Asian Art

Architect: Machado Silvetti



St. Bartholomew’s Church Dome

Restoration Architect: Acheson Doyle 

Partners Architects
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Process Anne’s Studio





Casting the original tile designs into plaster molds that will be used to 

form the rubber dies necessary for fabricating the RAM press molds.
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Production Boston Valley Terra Cotta





Clay slugs are placed on the molds and hydraulically pressed into the 

form. Air forces water through the plaster to the surface, releasing the 

tiles from the mold. 
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PA1, Black Satin PA2, Black Satin
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The Tiles Glazed terra cotta tiles, 7.625” H x 15.25” W x 1.375” D



PA3, Black Satin PA4, Black Satin
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PA5, Black Satin PA6, Black Satin
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PA7, Black Satin PA8, Black Satin
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PA8, White Satin PA7, White Satin

57
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PA6, White Satin PA5, White Satin
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PA4, White Satin PA3, White Satin
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PA2, White Satin PA1, White Satin
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Boston Valley Terra Cotta
Boston Valley Terra Cotta is an international manufacturer 
of architectural ceramics based in Orchard Park, NY.

In 1981 the Krouse family converted the brick and clay pot 
manufacturing facility, established in 1889, to produce 
architectural terra cotta for masonry, rainscreen, and roof tile 
applications. Since then, Boston Valley has continuously 
refined their processes and facilities to remain at the forefront 
of terra cotta manufacturing industry, utilizing decades of 
knowledge in ceramic engineering and production.

Boston Valley first manufactured terra cotta for Louis 
Sullivan’s Guaranty Building in Buffalo, New York. They 
have worked on the restoration of Cass Gilbert’s Woolworth 
Building and on notable contemporary structures such as 
Selldorf Architect’s 10 Bond and KPF’s One Vanderbilt. 
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